STORM AND AVALANCHE ON EVEREST
still on the glacier. The monsoon had just set in, and the
snow was lying deep. It was of a thick consistency that
we had not previously seen in the Himalaya. After dig-
ging out our tents and provisions at No. 3 Camp, we pitched
the former again and spent June 6th in preparing ample
stores for an attempt on the mountain. We intended to
use oxygen.
When we began the initial walk to the foot of the North
Col—normally an easy business—we found that we had
to plough our way through snow of a most unpleasant
texture, and took two hours for this first half-mile. I was
leading, Mallory came next, then a porter, with Crawford
fourth, and behind him thirteen more porters, the whole
roped in four parties.
At 10,15 we started the ascent of the snowy slopes of
the North Col, which are steepest near their lowest part.
Here we considered it most likely that an avalanche would
occur. We tried to start one by stamping and jerking and
treading out long trenches across the slope. But the snow
would not budge, and we put all thoughts of such a possi-
bility from our minds. Higher up, the angle of the slope
eased off, and we felt almost confident as we toiled upwards.
The snow trod firmer, and our spirits rose as we discovered
that we were gaining height more rapidly than we had
thought the condition of the snow would allow.
I remember that I was some distance ahead of the others,
for I had unroped and was kicking steps to gain time
whilst Mallory and Crawford waited for all the porters to
reach us. I had reached a point some 600 feet below our
objective, the camp on the Col, when, with a subdued report
ominous in the softness of its violence, a crack suddenly
appeared about 20 feet above me* The snow on which I
was standing began to move, slowly at first, and then
faster.
I was rolled over, and slid down under the snow on a
swift journey which I was convinced was my last. So
utterly certain of this was I that I felt no conscious fear.

